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Diy rifle cleaning station

CC0/leemelina08/Pixabay Updating the look of your home brings new life into the space and makes your surroundings more comfortable. You don’t have to invest a fortune to make your home look like new. Many of these easy home DIY projects are less than $100 and only take a weekend of your time.Paint Your Vinyl FloorsWorn vinyl floors can
make a room look dated. Rather than investing in new floor coverings — which can be expensive and require special skills to install — consider painting the floors instead. With just a couple of quarts of latex porch and floor paint, you can give your old vinyl floors a modern look.CC0/Photoman/Pixabay Add Faux Windows to Your Garage DoorWindows
on a garage give your home an elegant look. However, there are some drawbacks, including people looking into your garage and the cost of replacing your garage door or adding real windows to an existing door. With black outdoor paint, painter’s tape and patience, you can add faux windows to your garage in a weekend.CC0/Pexels/Pixabay Make
Hot Pads from River PebblesIf you love the idea of adding natural elements to your home, hot pads made from river pebbles add a nice touch. Collect smooth and flat river stones or purchase them from a craft store to ensure even sizes and hot glue them to a board. Place it on your kitchen counter to hold hot pots and pans while you’re
cooking.CC0/Free-Photos/Pixabay Frame Your TelevisionA television hanging on a wall is functional but not very attractive. It sticks out from the wall and the cords are easily visible from the sides, making your TV room or living room appear cluttered. Adding a frame around the flat screen television gives it a cleaner and more elegant look.
CC0/andremergelhaum/Pixabay Paint Your Air VentsYour air vents might be an afterthought once you’ve just completed a huge home renovation or decoration project. Rather than investing in new air vents, use metallic spray paint to make them look like new. Spend some time scrubbing them clean first. One can of primer and quality metallic paint
will cover 10 air vents, making them look like new for just a couple of dollars.Plank a Wall for a Rustic LookA plank wall is a great way to give a room a rustic look with minimal investment. It does involve measuring and cutting, but it’s fairly straightforward. Fence boards are just the right size to use on the wall. Secure them with nails and adhesive,
then paint, whitewash or stain the boards to give them the finished look you’re going for.CC0/Pexels/Pixabay Build Floating ShelvesFloating shelves are a decorative way to add storage space to virtually any room of the house — even the rooms that have limited space. This type of shelving frees up valuable space on the floor and has hidden hardware
to give it a clean look. Building floating shelves is as simple as affixing the wooden planks to the wall.CC0/Pexels/Pixabay Turn a Closet into an OfficeYou don’t have to have a walk-in closet to turn a closet into another room. Remove the door(s) and the hanging rods. Install a deep shelf at desk height and two shallow shelves for storage above. You
now have a workspace that doesn’t take up additional space in your room. If you don’t have a need for an office, this makes a great space for your vanity. Strip Paint from Door HardwareHomes that have had several paint jobs — especially older homes — have old layers of paint caked on the door hardware. Rather than investing in new hardware, you
can bring the old antique hardware back to life. In a slow cooker, add water and a small bit of dish detergent. Drop the old hardware in and let it soak overnight on medium heat. By morning, it will look like new and be ready to go back on the doors.CC0/congerdesign/Pixabay Update the Kitchen BacksplashCutting and installing tile is a project not
many people are comfortable taking on for a weekend. A backsplash can really update the look of your kitchen. Peel-and-stick gel tile sheets are a quick and easy kitchen DIY project that has a long-lasting and professional look. CC0/27707/Pixabay MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Gun cleaning may not be part of the fun--but it is part of
the process. You can make a fairly elaborate cleaning stand affordably. Depending on space available you might want to build your cleaning stand with legs and a platform. This will make it easy to keep your cleaning supplies together and avoid cleaning up as much afterward. Build a simple rectangular box without a lid out of 2 by 4 and plywood.
Line the bottom and sides of the box with vinyl sheeting to prevent solvent seepage. V-cut two more 2 by 4s and screw them to the bottom of the box, with the "Vs" facing upward, far enough apart to securely support an average length rifle at the rear grip and fore grip. You can wrap duct tape around the V-cuts so you do not have the raw lumber
against your gun stock. Acquire or build a small table with the platform at a level you can comfortably reach the gun while sitting in a chair. You can screw the box down to the platform to make it steadier. You can also add shelves underneath to hold supplies. With the table and stand unitized you can pick your entire cleaning station up and move it
as required. CC BY-SA 2.0/jaredeberhardt/Flickr Small cabins are ideally suited for weekend getaways, as granny pods for elderly family members and for anyone who wants to enjoy the tiny house trend that celebrates a simple lifestyle. You can get away from the chaos of everyday life for a vacation or a permanent change with a DIY or cheaply
purchased cabin.Plans for Two-Story CabinsWhile a two-story cabin requires more work than a one-story version, you can still enjoy building one while keeping it simple and inexpensive by choosing a basic design, such as the Newburn from Southland Designs, aCC0rding to Bob Vila. If you want something more elaborate, features to consider adding
include picture windows or a great room.Small and Simple Cabin DesignsSmall cabin kit prices range from $500 for a simple tiny home-style cabin up to over $100,000, aCC0rding to The Spruce. One of the keys to keeping costs low is using recycled materials whenever possible. Lumber can be harvested from things such as old pallets, and old
windows can be installed rather than purchasing new ones.CC BY-SA 2.0/anoldent/Flickr A-Frame Cabin IdeasA-frame cabin kit prices can be found for around the price of building a nice garage, aCC0rding to Builder Online. For example, you can build a traditional A-frame with a 14×20 foot floor plan and a porch for around $6,050 using the plans
and guidelines described on the Builder online website.CC BY-SA 3.0/HobbsPDX/Wikimedia Commons Modular CabinsA modular cabin is built with a basic, boxy shape. Choose one with a simple floor plan to keep costs and labor to a minimum. Consider choosing a design with a chimney if you plan to use it during the cold season, or just to warm up
chilly evenings when you’re in the cabin.CC BY-SA 2.0/Corvair Owner/Flickr Cedar CabinsMoosehead Cedar Log Homes offers a variety of standard packages that are easy to build, aCC0rding to Bob Vila. The company’s cedar home packages range in size from around 1,000 square feet up to a more elaborate 3,995 square-foot cabin with two stories.
The larger model also has four bedrooms and four bathrooms.Tiny CabinPlans from Jay Shafer’s website offer a variety of options for building little cabins. Shafer founded the tiny house movement with the publishing of his book, The Small House book, about 10 years ago, aCC0rding to The Spruce. Information provided on Shafer’s website on
building these pint-sized dwellings includes plans and study guides. Workshops are also offered if you want a bit more guidance.Prefab BunkiesIf you don’t want to go the DIY route, Prefab Bunkies from Summerwood Products offers a solution that doesn’t require all that labor, aCC0rding to The Spruce. If you do want to set it up yourself, a bunkie kit
starts at about $5,000, though you can also choose more elaborate models if desired.CC BY 2.0/nicolas.boulosa/Flickr Mobile CabinsIf you want a cabin that travels with you, RV-inspired cabins from Liberty Cabins may be exactly what you need. These units are crafted from weather-resistant Western red cedar, so they have the look of a classic cabin
you might find in the woods, and they deliver the comfort of your own bathroom, bedroom and kitchen when you’re on the road.CC0/JayMantri/Pixabay Slightly Bigger Log CabinsIf you want something a little bigger than a tiny home, Golden Eagle Log Homes offers a collection of both large and tiny cabins, aCC0rding to Bob Vila. You can choose the
basic starter kit and build it yourself to cut costs, or, if you prefer not to do it yourself, Golden Eagle offers construction services to handle the heavy lifting for you.CC0/Martin Vorel/LibreShot Edgy AnglesA contemporary-style prefab cabin with unique angles breaks up the landscape and adds visual interest to your outdoor space. You can get a
prefabricated modular unit or choose building plans to make your own.CC0/Free-Photos/Pixabay MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET
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